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ABSTRACT 
Fuzzy logic states based upon a very general rule of inference are introduced and 
studied with detail. Relations with fuzzy preorders are given. In particular, several 
residuated implications used in expert systems are justified from a theoretical point 
of view, and some special cases related to probabilistic models are analyzed. 
KEYWORDS: fuzzy logic state, fuzzy preorder, entailment, approximate 
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Motivated by some problems of inference arising in the field of expert 
systems and concerning the implementation of the modus ponens rule, we 
study in this paper some structures called fuzzy logic states, which are weaker 
than fuzzy preorders but closely related to them, and we exhibit their precise 
relations. In particular, we point out that some residuated implications that 
have been used on an empirical basis may be justified theoretically as being 
"better" objects than some classical probabilistic parameters, and we study in 
detail cases where some classes of residuated implications may be more 
convenient than others. We also introduce the concept of approximate conse- 
quences and their relations with our model of fuzzy logic states, and finally, we 
study some relations of our results in the context of nonparametric statistics. 
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FUZZY LOGIC STATES AND FUZZY PREORDERS 
DEFINITION 1 A fuzzy logic state, or briefly a fuzzy state, is given by 
(F,R,  #, M) ,  where F is a given (nonempty) set, R: F × F-~ [0, l] is a 
fuzzy relation, #: F ~ [0, l] is a fuzzy subset, and M: [0, l] × [0, l] 
[0, 1] satisfies M(1, l) = 1, and, for  all a, b in F, 
M(IX(a), R (a ,b ) )  ~ Ix(b). (1) 
Thus, in a fuzzy logic state, if Ix(a) = 1 and R(a, b) = l, then Ix(b) = l; 
that is, we have a rule of inference that is a weak version of the classical 
modus ponens. Moreover, if M is a positive two-place function [i.e., 
M(x,  y) > 0 whenever x > 0 and y > 0], then by (1) we obtain that IX is a 
fuzzy set of  true elements (Trillas and Alsina [l]) [i.e., if Ix(a) > 0 and 
R(a,b) > 0, we deduce that Ix(b) ~ M(IX(a), R(a, b)) > 0]. 
A natural way to define fuzzy logic states is to use fuzzy preorders. 
DEFINITION 2 A fuzzy preorder in a set F is a mapping I: F × F ~ [0, l] 
such that I(a I a) = 1 for all a in F (reflexivity) and there exists a binary 
operation M on [0, l] such that M(1, l) = 1 and for any a, b, c in F we 
have the transitivity property 
M(  I(c[ a), I(a[ b)) <_ I (c l  b). (2) 
It is immediate from the above definitions that if (F,  I, M)  is a fuzzy 
preorder, then for any c in F if we consider Ixc: F~ [0, 1] given by 
go(x) = I(c [ x), then (F, I ,  ix c, M)  is a fuzzy state with R(a, b) = I(a[ b). 
In the other direction, let us begin with a fuzzy state (F,  R,  Ix, M) ,  where 
M(x ,y )  = m(-~)[m(x)+ re(y)]  is an Archimedean t-norm [with m: 
[0, 1] ~ [0, + oo] continuous, strictly decreasing, re(l) = 0, and m ¢- j) 
(x) = m-~(x) if x~ m(0) and m(-l)(x) = 0 if x> m(0)]. Then 
(Trillas and Alsina [11) we have 
R(a ,b )  < m(- ' )Max{m(ix(b))  - m(ix (a ) ) ,0} := IM(b la  ), (3) 
and if we consider the right-hand side of (3) and define 
IM(bla) := m(- ' )Max{m(ix(b))  - m(t t (a ) ) ,0} ,  
then (F, I M, M)  is a fuzzy preorder relative to M.  Thus our initial fuzzy 
relation becomes bounded from above by the fuzzy preorder (Trillas and 
Valverde [2]) associated to the t-norm M [in fact, IM(b I a)= sup{z~ 
[0, 1][ M(g(b) ,  z) -< g(a)}]. 
Note that when there exists some prototype b o e F,  that is, g (b  0) = 1, then 
IM(b0 ] a) = #(a). This is the case in both conditional probability and proba- 
bility of a material implication. When M = Prod[(x, y )= x"  y]  or M = 
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W [the Lukasiewicz t-norm W(x,  y) = Max(x + y - 1,0)], we have, 
respectively, 
iprod(bla) = { Min[ll , if #(a) * O, (4) 
if #(a) = O, 
and 
Iw(b la  ) = Min[1, 1 - /z(a) + /~(b)]. (5) 
Both fuzzy preorders (4) and (5) are well-known residuated implication 
operators (see Trillas and Valverde [37]) widely used in expert systems: (4) is 
the Gaines 43 operator and (4) is the Lukasiewicz operator. 
NOTE If (F,  R,/~, Min) is a fuzzy state, then instead of (3) we have 
1 
R(a,  b) < R, (a ,  b) := tz(b) 
i f /~(a) </~(b) ,  
if #(a)  >/x (b) ,  
and R I is a fuzzy preorder with respect o Min, the standard star operator. 
In effect, if #(a) </~(b),  then it is obvious that R(a, b) <_ 1 = Rl(a, b). 
When /~(a) >/~(b),  the possibility R(a, b) >/z(b)  would yield 
t~(b) = Min[/~(a), /~(b)]  _< Min[/z(a),  R(a ,b ) ]  <_ #(b) ,  
and therefore we would obtain the chain of equalities 
Min[/~(a),  t~(b)] = Min[ l~(a) ,R(b la) ]  = /z(b); 
that is, either/~(a) = #(b) or R(b I a) -- #(b), which is a contradiction. Thus 
R(b[ a) <_ t~(b) whenever t~(a) >/~(b).  Moreover, the proof that R I is a 
fuzzy preorder with respect o Min is a straightforward computation. Preorder 
R l, the G6del operator, is the greatest residuated implication (Trillas and 
Valverde [3]). 
One of the reasons I w appears so frequently in the literature concerning 
theoretical aspects of expert systems is contained in the following result. 
Consider a set F of facts where there is a structure (F, + ,  • , ', <)  corre- 
sponding to OR, AND, NOT, and IMPLIES, respectively, and o: F~ [0, 1] is 
supposed to satisfy the following conditions. 
(i) If a _< b then v(a) <_ v(b). 
(ii) v( a')  = 1 - v( a). 
(iii) v(a • b) = T(o(a), v(b)) and v(a + b) = 1 - T(1 - o(a), 1 - v(b)) 
for some t-norm T. 
(iv) v(a  + b) + v (a .  b) = v(a) + v(b) .  
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If in (F, v) we assume these last conditions and we define Rot: F × F 
[0, 1] by 
T a) o(~') + ~(0) o(~' .  b) Ro(a, O):= v(~' + = 
=,  - o(, ,)  + o(b)  - TO - o (a ) ,  o (b ) ) ,  
then we have, in the case that a • (a '  + b) _< a • b < b, 
T(v(a) ,  Rro(a ,b) )  = T (v (a ) ,  v(a '  + b))  = v (a .  (a'  + b))  
<_ ~(~ .b) <_ v(b) ,  
that is, (F, Ro T, v, T) is a fuzzy state. Thus, it would be interesting to know 
when RoT is in fact a fuzzy preorder. The reflexivity r Ro(a ,a )  = 1 for all 
a ~ E yields that necessarily 
1 = r = T (1  - v(a) v(a)) R~(a ,a )  1 - , ,
that is, 
T(,  - v(a), v(a)) = 0, 
and consequently if there is a v(a) ~ (0, 1) we have that T cannot be either Min 
or a strict t-norm. In the case that v: F--* [0, 1] is onto and T is continuous, 
we deduce from (iii) and (iv) that the t-norm T must satisfy the well-known 
Frank's equation 
r (x ,y )  + 1 - T(1 -x ,  1 -y )  =x+ y,  
and the unique continuous olution satisfying the requirement T(x ,  1 - x) = 0 
is precisely T = W. But in this case we have 
RW(a,b)  = 1 - v(a) + v(b)  - W(1 - v(a) ,v (b ) )  
= 1 - v(a) + v(b)  - Max[v (b) -  v(a),O] 
= min[1 ,1  - v(a) + v(b)]  = Iw(a  [ b).  
Thus I w arises naturally in this context, and no other fuzzy preorders would 
have sense. 
NOTE 1 Ro Min and Ro Pr°° satisfy neither the reflexivity condition nor the 
transitivity inequality, and even the weak modus ponens "R(a ,  b) > 0 and 
v(a) > 0 implies v(b) > 0"  is not satisfied. 
NOTE 2 In order to derive (3) from (1) it was a key point that for an 
Archimedean t-norm M it was possible to solve the inequality M(x ,  z) <- y 
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for fixed x and y. A similar situation arises when M is a quasi-arithmetic 
mean, that is, (3) is still possible in other algebraic structures that are 
nonassociative ( .g., M is the geometric mean). 
NOTE 3 In many cases, it is possible to have a fuzzy logic state and not a fuzzy 
preorder. Actually, the inequality (1) is used to get an idea about possible 
values of #(b) by knowing the value of #(a) and the values R(a, b) 
expressing the strength of the entailment between a and b. That is, if tt is 
known for some K C F and we have R on F x F, then by (1) we can be sure 
that even for b ~F  \ K we will have #(b) e [M(/~(a), R(a, b)), 1]. Thus by 
virtue of (1) we may define # on F \  K by #(b):= sup{M(#(x), 
R(b, x) ) lxeF,  R(blx)  > 0} and so extend the partial function # to new 
values. In many measure considerations one may have /~(a, b )= M(#(a), 
R(a, b)), and by the monotonicity of the measure we deduce (1). 
NOTE 4 It is well known (L6pez de M~intaras [4]) that if N is a necessity 
measure and the law a .b  = a - (a '+  b) holds in F, then N(b)>_ 
Min[N(a), N(a ~ b)] and therefore (F, N(o ) ,  N, Min) is a fuzzy logic 
state. 
FUZZY STATES AND APPROXIMATE CONSEQUENCES 
In [1] it was shown that, given a fuzzy preorder I on F, the operator in the 
power set of F, ~(F ) ,  defined via 
C(A) = {b~F; I(al b) > 0 for some a~A}, 
is a consequence operator in the classical sense of Tarski. Conversely, it is 
easy to derive classical preorders from consequence operators. 
Let us assume that for e in (0, 1) we define, from a fuzzy preorder 
(F, I, M), the operator C ' in ~(F )  by 
C'( A) = {b~F; I(a I b) >e forsome aeA}.  
If M is a strict t-norm, then C'({ a}) coincides with the open ball of center 
a and radius 1 - e in the generalized metric space (Schweizer and Sklar [5]) 
given on F by the nonreflexive generalized metric 1 - I(al b), and elements 
of C'({ a}) could be called e-approximate consequences of a (their "logical 
distances" to a are less than or equal to 1 - e > 0). 
It is clear that A C C'(A) because I(a I a) = 1 > c, and if A C B, then 
C'(A) C C'(B). If M is nondecreasing in both arguments, we also obtain 
C~(C6(A)) C CM"'~)(A). Needless to say, if M is positive, M(e, tS)> 
O, but even for nonpositive M (e.g., M = W) we still may find values e, 6 
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for which M(e, 6) > 0. Thus. when M(e, 6) > 0 we obtain cM("'~)(A) C 
C(A). For example, if M = W and e > 1/2, we have C' (C ' (A) )C  
cw(" ' ) (A)  C C(A). The importance of the inclusions C'(C~(A)) C 
cM(¢'g))(A) C C(A) is that the E-approximate consequences of the 6-ap- 
proximate consequences of A are consequences of A. 
Thus, even if we start with a fuzzy state and construct, the fuzzy preorder 
I M, then, by applying the machinery just described, we can have a logical 
background in terms of either Tarski's operators or c-approximate conse- 
quences. 
FUZZY STATES AND PROBABILITIES 
Letting (F, +,  • , ') be a Boolean algebra, p: F ~ [0, 1] is a probability 
measure on F, and F+= {aeF  I p(a) > 0}. As was seen in [1], the condi- 
tional probability P: F × F + ~ [0, 1] defined by 
p(a.  b) 
P(bl a):= p(a) (6) 
does not determine a fuzzy preorder on F ÷ of any operation M with 1 as a 
unit. Moreover, the probability of  a material implication, 
p (a - -  b):= p(a '  + b), (7) 
does not induce a fuzzy preorder on F for M = Prod or M = Min (but it 
defines a fuzzy preorder for the nonpositive t-norm M = W). 
Thus, in the probabilistic Boolean realm, the usual, and useful, relations (6) 
and (7) do not yield fuzzy preorders under positive operations. Nevertheless, 
we can capture such structures under the framework of fuzzy states. 
PROF~aSmON 1 The conditional probability (6) satisfies (1) with M = 
Prod, and therefore ( F +, P, p, Prod) is a fuzzy state. The probability of 
a conditional (7) satisfies (1) under M = W, and (F, p(~) ,  p, W) is a 
fuzzy state. 
Proof The first part of the statement follows from the monotonicity of the 
measure p and the inequality p( a) • P( b I a) = p( ab) <_ p( b). For the other 
case, we need to take into account he fact that 
w( p(a), p( ~ ~ b) ) = W( p(~), 1 - p(a) + p(b) - p( ~'. b) ) 
= Max[O, p(b)  - p (a"  b)] ~ p(b) .  
In view of the above proposition and (3), P(b I a) and p(a ~ b) will have 
as upper bounds the fuzzy preorders /prod and Iw; that is, 
P (b la  ) <_Ipro~(alb ) and p(a -~b)  < Iw(a lb  ), 
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with /pro d and I w as given by (4) and (5), respectively. It is interesting to 
compute the differences 
p(a + b) - Max[p(a) ,  p (a ) ]  
Ip~o~(al b) - P(bl  a) = p(a) 
Min[p(a) ,  p (b) ]  - p(a .  b) 
p(a)  , (8) 
and 
Iw(a lb  ) - p(a--+ b) = [ IP(a," 
b') if p (a)  <_ p(b), 
[p(a . b) if p(a) >_p(b). (9) 
Equations (8) and (9) express how far the relations P(b I a) and p(a --+ b) 
are from the fuzzy preorder values Ier~(a I b) and Iw(alb), respectively. 
Note that P(bl a) = Ir,rod(b ]a) if and only if p(a. b) = Min[p(a), p(b)], a 
condition used in some expert systems (L6pez de M~ntaras [4]) that is clearly 
satisfied whenever a and b are comparable in the Boolean order, that is, 
a _< b (a • b = a) or b -< a (a • b = b), and it can be seen immediately that 
the difference (8) becomes mall whenever p(a) is close to 1, that is, 
M in [p(a) ,  p (b) ]  - W(p(a),  p(b)) 
0 <_ Ir,~o~(al b) - P(bl  a) <_ p(a) 
Min{Min[ p(a), p(b) ] ,  1 - Max[ p(a), p(b) ]  } 
p(a) 
1 - p (a )  
p(a) 
Clearly, if Iw(a [ b) = p(a--, b), then p(a " b') " p (a"  b) = O. 
It is evident from our consideration that in most common cases Ipro~(a] b) 
will be a "better" relation that P(bla) because it is the fuzzy preorder 
generated by the probability p, a Tarski's consequence structure is obtained, 
and /prod is functionally expressable in terms of p(a) and p(b), whereas 
P(bl a) does not enjoy such properties in general. A similar situation arises in 
the case I w. 
The difference (8) may be of some interest in nonparametric statistics. 
Precisely, let x, y random variables defined on a common probability space 
(f~, J ,  p) with values in ~+ and with joint distribution function Hxy and 
marginals F x and Fy. For any u, v in ~ +, consider the elements of ~-: 
a~(u) = {w~f l [  X(w) < u} and a.v(V ) = {wef t [  Y(w) < u}. 
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Then, p(ax(u)) = Fx(U), p(ay(V)) = Fy(v), and (Schweizer and Sklar [5]) 
there exists a two-dimensional copula Cxy such that 
Hxy( u, v) = p( ax( u) n ay( V) ) = Cxy( Fx( U), Fy( o) ) , 
Then we have, for the function 
Dxy(U,v) = Ipro~(ay(v)ax(U)) - P(ay(v) lax(U)), 
that, in view of (8), if Fx(U) ~ 0 for all u > 0, 
Min[ Fx(u), Fy( v)] - C~y(Fx(u), Fy(v) ) 
Ox~(U, ~) = Fx(U) (10) 
Thus, Dxy ~ 0 if and only if x and y are positively linearly dependent 
(y = Kx, K > 0), that is, (x, y)  = + 1, or positively correlated. In the case 
where F x and Fy are strictly increasing and continuous on (0, + ~)  with 
Fx(O ) = Fy(O) = 0 and Fx(+~)  = Fy(-I-oo) = 1, by introducing in (10) the 
change of variables s = Fx(U), t = Fy(v) and considering the function 
Lxy(S, t) = Dxy(F ~ l(s), F~ l(t)), we obtain 
L~y(t) = 
Min(s,  t) - Cxy(S, t) 
Thus, 
Cxy(S,t ) = Min(s , t )  - SLxy(S,t ), 
and Lxy shares with the copula Cxy intrinsic information concerning the 
dependence of x and y;  for example, Lxy will be invariant under monotonic 
transformations of the random variables. 
In relation with nonparametric measures of dependence, we obtain, for 
example, that the Spearman measure s as well as the Schweizer-Wolff 
measure (Schweizer and Sklar [5]) can be represented in terms of Lxy: 
p= 12 f f  Cxy(S,t) dsdt -  3=1-  fro SLx(S't) dsdt' 
[o, I1 z , 1] z 
a= 12/ f  ICxy(S,t) - st ldsdt 
[0, II 2 
= 12 I f  IMin(s, t) - s t -  SLxy(S,t) ldsdt, 
[o, I] 2 
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whence X and Y are independent if and only if a = 0, and this happens if and 
only if 
Lxy(S, t) Min(s,  t ) - s t  ( t )  
= = Min  1 , -  - t .  
s s 
A more detailed study of Lxy in the context of nonparametric statistics is 
merited. 
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